
Abstract—Existing methods in which the animation data of all
frames are stored and reproduced as with vertex animation cannot be
used in mobile device environments because these methods use large
amounts of the memory. So 3D animation data reduction methods
aimed at solving this problem have been extensively studied thus far
and we propose a new method as follows. First, we find and remove
frames in which motion changes are small out of all animation frames
and store only the animation data of remaining frames (involving large
motion changes). When playing the animation, the removed frame
areas are reconstructed using the interpolation of the remaining
frames. Our key contribution is to calculate the accelerations of the
joints of individual frames and the standard deviations of the
accelerations using the information of joint locations in the relevant
3D model in order to find and delete frames in which motion changes
are small. Our methods can reduce data sizes by approximately 50% or
more while providing quality which is not much lower compared to
original animations. Therefore, our method is expected to be usefully
used in mobile device environments or other environments in which
memory sizes are limited.

Keywords—Data Reduction, Interpolation, Vertex Animation, 3D
Animation.

I. INTRODUCTION

NE of difficulties in developing 3D applications such as
games to be used in mobile environments in which

memory sizes are limited is that the sizes of 3D animation data
are too large. Since data sizes become larger, larger memory
capacities are required and data loading time is lengthened so
that hardware of better specifications is required. To improve
these conditions, reducing the sizes of 3D animation data is
essential and related methods have been extensively studied
thus far [1]-[4].

We introduce a method to find and remove frames in which
motion changes are small using the information of joint
locations in the 3D model in order to reduce the size of 3D
animation data and reproduce the removed frames using the
interpolation of remaining frames.

A. Our Method

Among all animation frames, frames in which motion
changes are small are less easily perceived when they have
been removed compared to frames in which motion changes are
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large. Therefore, errors are relatively smaller when the
removed frames have been reconstructed using remaining
frames. Our method uses the foregoing characteristics and uses
the following two ways in order to find and remove frames in
which motion changes are small.

1. Use the sum of the accelerations of joints

We obtain the accelerations of individual joints in each
frame. Frames in which the sum of the accelerations of joints is
smaller than threshold Ta are removed from the entire frames

2. Use the standard deviations of the accelerations of joints

Using the accelerations of joints obtained as set forth under
first, we obtain the standard deviations of the accelerations of
individual joints. Frames in which the standard deviations of
the accelerations of all joints are smaller than threshold Td are
removed from the entire frames.

When the animation is played, the frames removed using the
above two ways are reconstructed using the interpolation of
remaining frames.

This paper is composed as follows. In chapter II, related
studies are described and in chapter III, methods to remove
frames in which motion changes are small and reconstruct the
removed frames using interpolation. In chapter IV,
experimental results are explained and in chapter V,
conclusions are described.

II.RELATED WORK

In this chapter, related studies are described which can be
largely divided into two types as follows.

A. Vertex-Connected Relationship Compression

The first method is to reduce data sizes by compressing
vertices' connected relationships. Vertices' connected relati-
onships are made by listing three of the numbers of vertices that
form triangles in consecutive order. These vertex-connected
relationships can be compressed when many vertices are
connected to one point or when there are certain rules. [5], [6]
indicated the connected relationship of the vertex coming next
using a certain sign in order to simply indicate vertices'
connections thereby compressing 3D data. This method
provides high rendering speeds since it does not require costs
for interpolation. However, this method has a shortcoming of
showing limited compressibility.

B. Vertex Compression

The second method is to reduce data sizes by storing the
locations of vertices in a method different from methods used
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previously. [7] uses the property of vertic
expressed using arbitrary values since they 
locations close to the law of parallelograms. H
data by making a virtual vertex from three vert
and storing differences from the vertices actua
the triangle. Although this method has high c
has a shortcoming that it is a little complicate
implement this method.

III. ALGORITHM

In this chapter, 3D animation data reductio
frames removal and interpolation. In section A,
and remove frames in which motion chang
described and in section B, a method to reconst
frames using remaining frames when the anim
described. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the met
us (The source of images is [8]).

Fig. 1 An overview of our method
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as the accelerations of the joint increa
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2) Frame Removal Using the Sums of the Ac
Joints in Each Frame

Fig. 3 shows changes in the location of 
successive frames. In the case of (a), the joint m
motion. In this case, errors barely occur ev
removed and later reconstructed by interpol
frames t-1 and t+1. On the other hand, (b) 
accelerations have been changed. In this ca
removed and later reconstructed by interpolatin
the joint location in frame t-1 and p+1 , the joint 
t+1, an error as large as the difference between t
and p' will occur.

Therefore, using the accelerations of i
calculated as set forth above, the sums of 
frame are obtained and if differences in
accelerations between frames are smaller than 
relevant frames are removed. If Ta becomes la
of frames removed will be increased so that d
reduced further but errors will become larger.

3) Frame Removal Using the Standard Devi
Accelerations of Joints by Frame

After removing frames using the sums of the
joints, frames in which motion changes ca
removed once more among remaining fra
standard deviations of the accelerations of indi
4 shows a case where the sums of the accelerat
the same but the standard deviations of the a
different. (a) has a smaller standard de
accelerations  compared to (b). In this cas
removed and later reconstructed by interpola
have a smaller error compared to (b). Ther
which the standard deviations of the accelerati
joints are smaller than threshold Td are remov
deviations of the accelerations are calculat
follows.
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where, n is the number of joints, xk is the ac
k-th joint, and m is the average of the accelera
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IV.RESULT

We exported a 3D model made usi
an md5 and loaded the file in an
implement the 3D model. The 3D mo
had a total of 120 animation frames a

A. Comparison of the Results of Fr
Sums of the Accelerations of Joi

Fig. 5 shows a comparison of th
reconstructed after removing the fram
accelerations of joints with the 
animation. (a) is the original anima
images reconstructed after removin
values of 0.5 and 0.8 respectively. Am
the 75th frame which had the larges
involves a reduction ratio of approxi
frames were stored out of a total of 
quality is slightly different compared
there is no big difference in genera
involves a reduction ratio of approxi
frames out of a total of 120 frame
differences in image quality in the ha
in this case, removing approxima
efficient.

B. Comparison of the Results of
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Frame
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frames using Ta values of 0.4 and 0.
and 0.0045 respectively. As with sec
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difference in quality when the redu
6(b), Fig. 7(b)), the case where the 
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Frame Removal Using the
Joints by Frame

 the quality of an animation
frames using the sums of the
e quality of the original
mation, and (b) and (c) are
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gest error was captured.  (b)
ximately 28% since only 87
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eral. On the other hand, (c)
ximately 53% since only 56
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 hand and glasses. Therefore,
imately 30% of frames is

of Frame Removal Using the
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ection A, the 75th frame was
, whereas there is no big
duction ratio was 28% (Fig.
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reduction ratio was 53% (Fig. 6(c), Fig. 7(c)).

Fig. 5 A comparison of the quality of an animation 
removing the frames using the sums of the accele

quality of the original animation. (a) is original ani
and (c) are reconstructed images, (d) and (e) are erro

respectively. In (d) and (e), bright area i

Fig. 6 A comparison of the quality of an animation 
removing the frames using the standard deviation o
and sums of the accelerations with the quality of the
In common with Fig. 5, (a) is original animation im

reconstructed images, (d) and (e) are error ima
respectively. In (d) and (e), bright area i

V.CONCLUSION

We proposed a method to find and remove
motion changes are small using the accele
locations in the 3D model and the standard d
accelerations in order to efficiently remove 3D
and reproduce the removed frames through lin
when the animation is played. Our method ha
since it reconstructs removed frames without a
in quality when the reduction ratio is n
approximately 50%. When reconstructing r
linear interpolation using quadratic equations
the present study. If multi-dimensional line
using cubic equations or higher order equa
quality declines will be reduced further. It is 
our method is used in mobile device environm
two times larger animation data can be stored
can be stored now.

)).
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ea is error

on reconstructed after
n of the accelerations
the original animation.
image, (b) and (c) are
mages of (d), (e)
ea is error

ve frames in which
elerations of joint
d deviations of the
 3D animation data
linear interpolation

 has high efficiency
ut any great decline
 not higher than
 removed frames,
ns were applied in

linear interpolation
uations is applied,
 is expected that, if
nments, more than
red than those that
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